FABRIC AWNINGS & BLINDS
We have the Fabric Awning solution that is right for you. With a vast array of fabric and powder coating colours to choose from,
coordinating with your existing colour scheme and style is a breeze.
Electric options are available for most of our Fabric Awnings. Sensors and timers can also be included, providing smart, efficient shade
solutions for your home or business.
Sunstate Awnings provide excellent value, quality products at competitive prices. With 25 years experience, Sunstate use the highest
quality components from quality suppliers with all Awnings custom made to your individual needs in Brisbane. Made in Australia!

Fixed Fabric Awnings
Anything is possible with a Fixed Fabric Awning.
Solid welded steel or aluminium frames with
fabric skins available in a vast range of designs,
styles and colours.
The Valance can be
scalloped or straight
and we can arrange
custom graphics.

Wedge Hood

Eyelid Hood

Fixed Frame

Café Blinds / Verandah Blinds
Protection from the elements without obstructing your view,
Café and Verandah Blinds can transform your outdoor living
areas into a truly usable space. We only use premium quality
PVC that is heat welded and has a coloured vinyl perimeter.
Café Blinds are also available in all of our top roll systems
Sunmaster | Suncable | Sunscape | Sunfree
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Spring Operated Roll-Up Awnings
Sunmatic & Sunfree
These Awnings are ideally suited for areas that get full sun
and have easy access. You can choose from the Sunmatic
traditional spring operated system with side guides and locking
arm, or the Sunfree roller blind system with an easy pull down
and hook design that does not interfere with existing post
mouldings and fret work.

PRIVACY & SHADE
Sunmatic

Suntrak
With Suntrak’s unique powder coated aluminium side channel,
simply pull down and let go. Available with traditional BlockOut Fabrics or hi-tech Shade and View. Suntrak has no untidy
cords, cleats or clips. It eliminates light gaps at the sides and
has a very quiet spring operation.

Sunfree

Slidetrack
Suntrak

Ideal for verandahs, decks and patios, Slidetrack has a simple
design allowing one-handed operation with a central locking
position. No ropes, pulleys, zippers or straps. The fabric is
held in side tracks with a unique side tensioning system.

Slidetrack
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Transform outdoor living areas at a fraction of the cost of conventional building materials!
Eliminate early morning or late afternoon sun problems.
Block the sun, whilst keeping the view.

Gear Operated Roll-Up Awnings
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Sunscape & Suncable
These fabric roll-up blinds are very
robust external gear operated
sunscreen systems. The Sunscape
system has no side guides or
channels, so it does not interfere
with architectural fretwork and post
mouldings. The Suncable has stainless
steel fittings and wire cable to guide the
sunscreen which can also be motorised.

Sunscape

Suncable

Sunmaster 40T
Roll-up blinds with a straight drop
screen that has extruded aluminium
vertical tracks which support the screen.
A great solution for larger openings.
ELECTRIC OPTIONS:
TIMERS, SUN & WIND SENSORS,
FULL AUTOMATION, WIRELESS,
REMOTE CONTROL

Sunmaster

Sunmaster

Drop Arm Awnings
Sunesta, Sunmaxx & Sunbusta awnings are very
adaptable systems that can be designed to suit a wide
range of needs. Sunesta is ideal for smaller protection
requirements, Sunmaxx for medium sizes, while the
Sunbusta has been designed for larger areas. Spring
tensioned arms are standard and there are many variations
and control options – tape, cord, gear or electric, even
wireless remote.
Sunesta

Sunmaxx

Folding Arm Awnings
Folding Arm systems are the patio that rolls away! The
systems range from a standard Sunnova folding arm system,
to semi cassette Ibiza style, up to the full cassette Cabrera
and Cabrera XL which fully protects fabric from both dirt
and moisture and hides moving parts from view.

FABRIC AWNINGS AVAILABLE FROM
2 Deguara Drive,
Beaconsfield, Mackay
QLD 4740
(07) 4942 2477

Authorised Sunstate Awnings Distributor

Cabrera XL

CONTROL OPTIONS RANGE
FROM MANUAL GEAR BOX TO
SOPHISTICATED MOTORISED SYSTEMS
INCLUDING TIMERS, SENSORS AND
REMOTE CONTROLS

Ibiza

